1. Subdirect decomposition of distributive and normal z'-lattices. Every t-lattice is an algebra [l, p. vii] with operations C\, ' which satisfy the identities xr\y=yC\x, xC\(yC\z) = (xr\y)r\z, x'= x'r\(xH\y)', and x"=x; it may be proved that these identities are independent postulates for ^-lattices. We shall apply the usual terminology of abstract algebra (cf. [l, pp. viif.]) to i-lattices, except that we shall use the terms "z-sublattice,"
"z-homomorphism," and "i-isomorphism" instead of "subalgebra," "homomorphism," and "isomorphism." Let A be a distributive i-lattice. For elements x, y, p of A we shall set x=y(C(p)) if and only if xC\p=yt~\p and xT\p=yT\p. It is easily verified that this defines a congruence relation C(p) on A, and that
(1) C(p) C\ C(q) = C(p W q) for all p and q in A.
Using [l, p. 28, Lemma 1(h)] we see that if 0 is the zero congruence relation on A then
(2) C(p) C\ C(p') = 0 for all p in L.
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(') Theorems 2, 3, and 6 of this paper were proved in the author's doctoral thesis (Harvard University, 1955); the remaining theorems were obtained in work carried out at Auckland University College with support from the University of New Zealand Research Fund. The author thanks his thesis director, Professor G. W. Mackey, for guidance and assistance; he also expresses his gratitude to Professor G. Birkhoff (4) x is comparable with x' for each x in L, and, for elements x, y, z of L, Proof. Since L is subdirectly irreducible, (4) follows from (2) and (3). If x>x' and y>y' but xP\y>(xOy)' then xr\y^(xr\y)', by (4) , and hence C(x'\Jy') =0, by (3); using (1), we deduce that x'^x or y'z^y, which contradicts the hypothesis. Suppose now that y>y' and z^z'; if (yr\z')'>yr\z' then, by (5) , yr^(y'Uz)>y'VJ(yr\z') =yPi(y'Uz') ^yPi(yVJz), a contradiction; hence (y(~\z')' ^yC\z', and it follows that y^yC\z' ^y'VJz^z; but y^z, hence y>z.
For each element a; of a given i-lattice we shall set \x\ =xVJx'. We shall call an element z of a given i-lattice a "zero" if z = z'. We shall denote the ilattice with four elements and two zeros by 3). The i-lattice whose underlying lattice is the finite chain with re elements will be denoted by £)n. If L and M are i-isomorphic i-lattices we shall write L=M.
Lemma 2. The i-lattices Oi, O2, £>3, and 3) are subdirectly irreducible, and are to within i-isomorphism the only subdirectly irreducible distributive i-lattices. (7) either 7J>(p) = 0 or E(p) = 0 for each p in L.
If x = x' for all x in L, then L=Oi; we may therefore assume in the rest of the proof that L has an element c such that c>c'. We shall prove that if L has an element x distinct from c and c' then x is a zero of L. First, L cannot have three distinct elements x such that x>x'; for, if A has three distinct such elements, it has a chain x>y>w of such elements, and then x=y(D(y)) and w = y(E(y)), contradicting (7). It follows that A has at most two such elements, and that they must be comparable if they exist; but if x > y > y' > x', and F is the congruence relation on A with congruence classes {x}, {x'}, and {w.y' ^w^y} (cf. (6) This result is easily deduced from Theorem 1. The well known theorem that every Boolean algebra except £>i is i-isomorphic with a subdirect union of i-isomorphic images of £)2 similarly follows from Theorem 2. If A is an i-lattice, and P is a partly ordered set with involution /->/', the cardinal power Lp [l, pp. 8, 25] becomes an i-lattice if we define/'(/) = (f(t'))'
for each / in Lp and / in P.
Theorem 3. Every normal i-lattice is i-isomorphic with an i-sublattice of a vector lattice.
Proof. Let A be a normal i-lattice. Then, by Theorem 2, there exists an i-isomorphism p of A into a cardinal power (Os)r, where Y is an unordered set with involution given by y' =7 for each 7 in Y. If we take £)3 to be the chain -1<0<1 then p becomes an i-isomorphism of A into the vector lattice Rr of all real-valued functions on Y.
An alternative proof of Theorem 3 may be based on [l, p. 140, Corollary] and the existence part of Theorem 7 below (cf. p. 98 of the author's thesis).
Let P be a class of equations for i-lattices; then an i-lattice A will be said to be "P-proper" if none of the equations in P holds in A, and to be "P-complete" if it is P-proper and no P-proper i-lattice M is such that the set of identities of L is strictly included in the set of identities of M. Let P0, Pi, and P2 be the one-element classes whose elements are the equations x=y, \x\ =|y|, and | re| '/^^ J 3/[ =|oc|', respectively; then P0-completeness is precisely equational completeness [4] .
Theorem 4. An i-lattice is Po-complete if and only if it is a Boolean algebra with at least two elements^). An i-lattice is Pi-complete if and only if it is normal but is not a Boolean algebra. An i-lattice is P2-complete if and only if it is distributive but is not normal. For elements x, y of any i-lattice set x Ay = (xVJy)r\(x'yjy').
Then, using Theorems 1 and 2, we may verify that each of the following laws is a necessary and sufficient condition for a given distributive i-lattice to be normal: 3. Normal extensions. It is easily proved that an i-lattice satisfying the law (F) oi §2 can have at most one zero, and that a modular i-lattice with a zero satisfies (F) if the zero is unique; thus a distributive i-lattice with a zero is normal if and only if it has no other zero. In an i-lattice with a unique zero 0 we shall set x+ = xW0 and x_ = x'W0 for each x, and we shall say that x is "positive" if x^O; then x+r^x_ = x AO for all x, and the law x+7^x_ = 0 (cf. [l, p. 220, Lemma 4] ) is implied by (E) of §2, and implies (F). In this section we shall determine all the normal i-lattices with zero which have a given sublattice of positive elements.
If a is any element of a given distributive lattice P then the ordered pairs (x, y) of elements of P which are such that xC\y^a gxWy form a normal i-lattice P(a) with operations given by (x, y)C\(z, w) = (xC\z, y\Jw) and (x, y)' = (y, x), and the elements (x, y) of P(a) which are such that a = x gy or a=y gx form an i-sublattice P(a) of P(a). If P has a least element 0, and A is a normal i-lattice with zero whose sublattice L+ of positive elements is lattice-isomorphic with P, we shall call A a "normal extension" of P; then, if X is a lattice-isomorphism of L+ onto P, x-->(x+X, x_X) is an i-isomorphism of A into P(0). Using this observation the reader may prove Theorem 6. Let P be a distributive lattice with least element O. Then every i-sublattice L ofP(O) which is such thatP(0)QL is a normal extension of P, and every normal extension of P is i-isomorphic with an i-sublattice L of P(0) which is such that P(0)QL.
All normal extensions of P are i-isomorphic if and only if 0 is meet-irreducible in P.
4. Embedding theorems. In §4 if A is a normal i-lattice and xEL then x~ will denote the principal ideal of all y gx, V will denote the join operation in the complete lattice A of all closed ideals [l, p. 59] of A, and Z will denote the set of all \y\' for y in A. Then ZEL and (cf. A normal i-lattice L will be said to be "closed" if for every pair x, y of elements of La such that xC\y = 0 (the zero of Pn) there exists z in La such that z+ = x and 2_ = y. A distributive lattice with least element has, to within i-isomorphism, just one closed normal extension. Also, the following embedding theorem may be proved.
Theorem
9. Let L be a normal i-lattice. Then the set Lc of all those ordered pairs (x~\JZ, y~\JZ) of elements of L* which are such that x Ay'EZ is an i-sublattice of L*(Z). Lc is a closed normal i-lattice, and it: x-»(x_VZ, x'~\JZ) is an i-isomorphism of L into Lc; it maps L onto Lc if and only if L is closed. If t is an i-isomorphism of L into a closed normal i-lattice M then there exists an i-isomorphism a of Lc into M such that r = 7r<r. If N is a closed normal ilattice having the property: there exists an i-isomorphism x0 of L into N such that every i-isomorphism t0 of L into a closed normal i-lattice P is of the form T0 = 7ToO"o/or some i-isomorphism ao of N into P, then N=LC.
